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Abstract— Security is become main concern for widely
deploy wireless network due to the broadcast medium and
wireless resources are stringently constraints. An adversary
can easily join the network and may eavesdrop, intercept,
inject, eventually transmit data. Hence it is necessary to
adaptively achieve the security according to available
resources. In particular Mobile Ad-hoc network (MANET)
with cooperative communication present significant security
challenges. To prevent the attack like injecting malicious
packet, nodes in MANET should able to ensure the source
of packet. So it is important to design source authentication
scheme which provide low computational overhead and
consume less bandwidth. Furthermore, in MANET,
multicasting is use to support group communication. To
achieve the secure multicast communication is also
challenging due to dynamic nature of MANET. The
traditional authentication algorithms using public key
cryptography are not effective in MANET. To address the
challenge of source authentication we have propose
MKAuth source authentication technique which is scalable,
lightweight, timed, efficient and require less computational
overhead. MMAuth use symmetric cryptography with
delayed discloser of keys for each time interval.
Key words: MANET, CC, MKAuth
General Terms: Your general terms must be any term which
can be used for general classification of the submitted
material such as Pattern Recognition, Security, Algorithms
et. al.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to low cost and ease of deployment associated with
wireless devices wireless network become the dominant
choice for connecting to internet and doing collaborative
work by forming network among coworkers. Ad hoc and
multihop wireless network becoming increasingly important
for a variety of applications ranging from tactical military
network, to metro area Wi-Fi network, to sensor application,
to vehicular network. A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is
a self-configuring wireless network of mobile devices
connected by wireless link. Mobile host can join the
network on fly and leave the network any time. Cooperative
communication (CC) has been considered as promising
technique to improve transmission reliability over ever
challenging wireless medium.
MANET faces various challenges like selforganization, neighbor and topology discovery, medium
access control, routing, security; our work focuses on
security aspect of MANET for multicast communication.
Multicasting is use to support group communication in
MANET. Security has become main concern and bottleneck
for widely deployed wireless application [1]. In particular
CC-MANET has more challenges for secure routing, key
exchange and management because of multihop routing,

packet forwarding, lack of infrastructure, dynamic topology
and node cooperation.
Security is main challenge because of broadcast
nature of mobile adhoc network. It is important to verify that
data received by receiver is legitimate and coming from
intended source. Our propose work is related to insuring that
packet received is from authenticate source. Traditionally
there are various source authentication technique like digital
signature are available. Digital Signature use senders private
key to sign the packet being send and receive will use source
public key for verifying signature. But communication in
mobile Ad-hoc network is resource constraints. The
technique like digital signature requires more computational
power since using asymmetric cryptography and requires
more bandwidth.
If we consider authentication using symmetric
cryptography, the number of key require for authentication
will increase with number of host in MANET increases and
also key distribution will consume more bandwidth. But
computational cost of symmetric key cryptography is less
that asymmetric key cryptography. Hence we are proposing
source authentication using application of symmetric
cryptography but rather than using different key for different
pairs we will use same key for all host but key will be
different for different time duration. we have propose the
timed, efficient, streaming, loss-tolerant authentication
protocol called MKAuth(Multi Key authentication)
technique, which use delayed discloser of symmetric key
cryptography base authentication technique. MKAuth
provides low computational overhead for generation and
verification
of
authentication
information,
low
communication overhead, robustness for packet loss, scale
to large number of receiver.
II. RELATED WORK
Public key cryptography such as Elliptical key cryptography
has been propose for solving problem of source
authentication. However, ECC base scheme and Identity
based scheme [10] suffer from energy consumption as well
as significant communication and computation cost.
Qiwei Lu, Yan Xiong and Huang propose a
Distributed ECC-DSS Authentication Scheme Based on
CRT-VSS and Trusted Computing in MANET [4]. A secret
key distributed storage scheme based on CRT-VSS and
trusted computing is proposed for MANET. Besides,
efficiency performance of such Schemes is not good enough
due to the exponential arithmetic with Shamir's scheme.
Striki and Baras [12] proposed technique for
integrating key distribution with entity authentication for
efficient, scalable and secure group communication in
MANET. In this, key management ensures communication
security among nodes and the capability of their cooperation
as a secure group. It consists of key generation, user
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authentication and key distribution services. In this work,
addressing key distribution, group key generation, entity
authentication: it is emphasized that entity authentication
should be designed with key distribution algorithms in mind
and vice versa. The drawback of system is that, central
authorization entity is assumed at all times for all nodes
makes the task of network operations more difficult and
indicates the need for distributed algorithms to provide the
functions of centralized entities.
Zhou and Hass [13] have proposed to use threshold
cryptography to secure MANET. They proposed a
distributed certificate authority to issue certificate. This
technique fails to address challenges in ad hoc network
because of only selected nodes can be used as certificate
authority and contacting distributed certificate authority in
MANET is difficult.
III. BACKGROUND DETAILS
A. Time Synchronization:
The architecture of our propose system require sender and
receiver to be loosely time synchronous and that receiver
knows the upper bound on sender local time. The receiver
issues times synchronization request at time t R, at which time
the sender clock is at time t1 The sender responds to request
at its local time ts. The receiver only interested in upper
bound on sender’s times.

generate chain of seed value by repeatedly applying same
hash function and sender will use those seed values in
reverse order to generate the keys.
So whenever sender want send packet, will sign
that packet using key for that duration and disclose that key
in the network. So receiver can check whether packet has
come from authenticate source by verifying sign using key
of that duration and also verify whether key is authenticate
by applying hash function on disclose seed value, will
generate seed of previous duration as they are generated by
repeatedly applying hash function . If Key for that duration
is not disclosed yet it will buffer that packet until discloser
of key.
V. CONCLUSION
With proliferation of mobile adhoc network, security
becomes main concern due to resource constraint and
dynamic nature of MANET. The traditional techniques do
not work for MANET. So any malicious user can join the
network and can inject the packet with malicious intends.
Our propose system can solve the problem source
authentication with less computational overhead.
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